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FoxAcre Press is proud to announce
the release of InterstellarNet: Enigma
in trade paperback. Already released as
a full-length ebook, and as a five-part
ebook serial, this exciting novel now takes
its place in print.
(And for those who appreciate free
samples, for a limited time Parts One
and Two of the novel are available as
free downloads at FoxBytes.net in epub,
PDF and mobi formats!)
The print edition is available at
Amazon.com, BarnesandNoble.com,
and other leading online booksellers,
as well as direct through the FoxAcre
Press website, FoxAcre.com. The ebook
editions (full-length and serialized) are
available at the Amazon Kindle, Barnes
and Noble Nook, and the Apple iTunes
iBook stores. Ebook and print editions
of the previous books in the series are, of
course, also available.
InterstellarNet: Enigma incorporates
the novelette “Championship B’tok,” a
nominee for the 2015 Hugo award.
Humanity once feared that we might be alone in the universe. Now we know better. And we’ve
learned there are worse things than being alone....
Contact with other intelligent races in nearby star systems seemed to have answered the age-old question
at the center of the Fermi Paradox: Where is everybody? But when Joshua Matthews lands a new job that will
give him access to vast new troves of data on the subject, suddenly everything goes wrong for him. Someone is
sabotaging his life. Finding out why leads in astonishing and dangerous directions. It is as if he has tugged

on one thread, very gently—and caused everything humanity knows about its place in
the universe to unravel, awakening the enmity of unsuspected ancient powers.
Volume Three of the saga that began with InterstellarNet: Origins and continued
with InterstellarNet: New Order, is a thrilling tale with a large cast of humans,
artificial intelligences, aliens, and a few beings that don’t quite fit into any of those
categories.... The plot is complex, with many an unexpected twist and turn, and the
ending reveals answers to some of the most profound questions facing humanity.
This exciting adventure story has gained high praise already:
“When people talk about good hard SF—rigorously extrapolated but still imbued
with the classic sense-of-wonder—they mean the work of Edward M. Lerner, the
current master of the craft. InterstellarNet: Enigma is Lerner’s latest gem, and
it’s up to his usual excellent standards; a winner all around.”
—Robert J. Sawyer, Hugo Award-winning author of Red Planet Blues.

“A breathtakingly richly realized vision of what tomorrow’s civilization may look
like—and the people who inhabit it.”
—Ben Bova, author of the Grand Tour series

“Edward M. Lerner’s InterstellarNet is one of the most original and well-thoughtout visions of an interstellar civilization I’ve ever seen.”
—Stanley Schmidt, Author of Argonaut.

“Yes, this is a hard science story, and yes, it’s really, really good.”

—Kristine Kathryn Rusch Author of the Retrieval Artist series, on “The Matthews
Conundrum, Part One of InterstellarNet: Enigma.

[T]he incredible futuristic setting of the solar system was immensely fun to imagine
as were all of the different worlds within it.... An intriguing science fiction novel
that creates an unforgettable view of what the future could be.
—Kristi Benedict, Feathered Quill Book Reviews (FeatheredQuill.com)

…. [A]n interesting variation of the standard solar civilization. There’s a little bit
of military SF, some intrigue, some wondrous revelations, and some gritty conflicts.
—Don D’Ammassa, Critical Mass Reviews (http://www.dondammassa.com/)
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InterstellarNet: Enigma is also available as a five-part serial on Kindle, Nook, and
the Apple iBook store. Parts One and Two are available for a limited time as free
downloads at FoxBytes.net.

